An alternative to disposable gowns

Many healthcare facilities are taking additional steps in line with CDC guidelines to protect their staff and patients. They are facing a shortage of disposable gowns and Cintas has a solution — our Knit Cuff Lab Coat. Our rental service is here for you.

Unique processing and reliable delivery provide what you need to help protect staff and patients

- Cintas industrial laundry facilities follow a unique wash process developed in conjunction with our chemical provider WSI
- Industrial laundry is more effective than home laundry at reducing the presence of microorganisms
- Our garments are washed in a proprietary wash formula and process
- Hand inspection after each wash for damage and wear, repairing and replacing those that no longer meet our standards
- Clean coats delivered on hangers
- Lab coats are delivered on a weekly and/or scheduled basis

LEARN MORE
Talk to your Cintas Healthcare Account Manager today to help keep your facility ready™.